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The andros credentialing solution has transformed the way companies credential provider 
networks. Drawing on the data housed in 7.5 million individual and institutional provider 
identity graphs in the a* platform, andros credentials providers up to ten times faster than 
industry standards and traditional manual workflows.

Easy for you, easier for your providers.

Unmatched Expertise 
We’ve built the most compliant CVO in North America, with 11 NCQA 
certifications, so our depth of experience credentialing providers in every US 
state can help you stay compliant as you grow your provider network.

Simple Application Process
Our NCQA-compliant process eliminates the burden on your team. 
Credentialing can be initiated using CAQH, your own provider 
credentialing application, or the andros provider application. 
This reduces the risk of inaccurate submissions by supplementing 
provider information from verified sources.

Automated Verification
Our credentialing system automates processes that historically 
required exponentially more in-person hours in legacy systems.
Data-matching algorithms provide instant primary source 
verification and identify any gaps that could lead to roadblocks 
such as malpractice, licensure, or sanctions issues.

Delegated Credentialing 
With the help of our certified compliance team, we can help you 
through the delegated credentialing process with your payors 
in order to save time, money, and administrative hassle for both 
you and your practitioners. 

Support Beyond the Report
We don’t stop supporting our clients once the credentialing 
process ends. Where the a* platform cannot resolve the 
discrepancy, the andros team digs in to work with providers 
and facilities to resolve any flagged issues and ensure 
credentialing reports are accurate and up-to-date.

Committee Management
andros streamlines Committee meeting preparation and 
management by preparing essential reporting, drawing up 
provider summaries and creating a clear agenda for quick and 
easy decisions.


